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1. Introduction

Deformable ground such as soil, sand, snow, and extraterrestrial
regolith is one of the most common surface substrates with
which mobile animals and robots have to contend.[1] Although
a considerable amount of research has been devoted to swim-
ming in water or flying in the air, only in the last 15 years has
attention been focused on movement across or within deform-
able ground.[2–4] One of the most common examples of deform-
able ground is granular media (GM) such as sand. Recently, the
study of robots capable of burrowing in GM has been of growing

interest due to their wide range of potential
applications, including 1) search-and-res-
cue and mining operations, 2) the study
of biological organisms and the resiliency
of soils, 3) the exploration of seabeds,
underground, and extraterrestrial environ-
ments, and 4) the monitoring of
contaminants.[5]

Robot locomotion in GM is a challeng-
ing task because robots moving through
GM face many challenges such as 1) very
large resistive forces due to frictional resis-
tance between sand grains, 2) nonzero yield
stresses that cause unpredictable solid/
fluid transitions, and 3) extremely limited
opportunities for sensing obstacles. These
conditions impose challenging require-
ments for the design of an autonomous
robot capable of subsurface locomotion
in GM. For example, a robot at just
10 cm below the surface experiences resis-
tive stress on the order of 104Pa, requiring
high-force actuation as well as minimiza-
tion of the overall size of the robot.
Furthermore, the high granular pressure

and abrasive environment require the use of strong and robust
materials for long-term operation. Finally, all moving compo-
nents and the robot body must be tightly sealed so that sand
grains cannot penetrate interfaces which would cause rapid deg-
radation of mechanical components and subsequently failure.

Early efforts to create robots capable of subsurface locomotion
in GM largely focused on two fundamental approaches: 1) robots
that use peristaltic body expansion and elongation and 2) undu-
latory robots that use body bending to effectively “swim” in sand.
Earthworm-like peristaltic actuation has been incorporated in
many burrowing soft robots.[6–9] Peristaltic actuation takes place
through cyclic body expansion and elongation, which enables
control of friction forces between the robot and the surrounding
material to achieve anchoring (high friction), and extending
forward (low friction). However, peristaltic actuation for GM
locomotion presents challenges for autonomous, untethered
operation. Many of these robots are made of soft, elastic bodies,
and use soft pneumatic actuators and thus need to be connected
to a pump or a source of pressurized air. While it is feasible for
soft robots to operate with onboard pumps, pneumatic actuation
within GM presents a further challenge as the pump must be
able to pull in the surrounding air which may be challenging
at higher depths in GM and impossible in submerged GM.

Undulatory, “sand-swimming”, robots move as a result of
lateral body bending and propulsive swimming forces that are
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Granular environments, such as sand, are one of the most challenging substrates
for robots to move within due to large depth-dependent forces, unpredictable
fluid/solid resistance forces, and limited sensing capabilities. An untethered
robot is presented, inspired by biological diggers like sea turtles, which utilize
underactuated appendages to enable propulsion and obstacle sensing in granular
environments. To guide the robot’s design, experiments are conducted on test
appendages to identify the morphological and actuation parameters for forward
thrust generation. Obstacle sensing is observed in granular media by measuring
the increased force on the moving appendage caused by changes in the granular
flow around it. These results are integrated into an untethered robot capable of
subsurface locomotion in a controlled granular bed like natural, loosely packed
sand. The robot achieves subsurface “swimming” at a speed of 1.2 mm s�1, at a
depth of 127 mm, faster than any other reported untethered robot at this depth,
while also detecting obstacles during locomotion via force sensors embedded in
the appendages. Finally, subsurface robot locomotion in natural sand at the
beach is demonstrated, a feat no other robot has accomplished, showcasing how
underactuated structures enable movement and sensing in granular environ-
ments with limited limb control.
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generated as the body sweeps through the sand. This method of
locomotion was inspired by the sandfish lizard which is capable
of rapidly burrowing into the sand to escape predators.[3] The
early studies of undulatory locomotion in GM led to foundational
developments in the modeling of GM through the application of
the resistive force theory (RFT),[10,11] which was originally
developed for the locomotion of worms in viscous fluids.[12]

Comprehensive experiments, numerical simulation, and RFT
calculations enabled researchers to design and optimize a
seven-link undulatory robot and study optimal swimming gaits
in the sand.[13] Undulatory locomotion is a compelling method
for movement in GM; however, previous robot experiments took
place in shallow, low-density plastic beads, and thus the resistive
forces were comparatively small. In natural GM like sand, the
forces are substantially larger, and it is unclear if current
actuators would be capable of generating motion.

More recent work has demonstrated several promising
approaches for granular locomotion. Robots that “grow” by
extending only at the tip have demonstrated impressive locomo-
tion capabilities using either a plant-root-inspired everting
skin[14,15] or a growing 3D printing filament extruder mecha-
nism.[16] These methods drastically reduce the friction against
the body since only the tip of the robot moves through GM.
However these approaches necessarily are tethered, and their
capability for maneuvering within GM can be limited. Robots
that use the helical motion of an auger have also been recently
developed[7,17] to self-drill through the sand. These robots show
promise; however, current implementations have only been
tested for locomotion on the surface of GM, rather than for
subsurface locomotion.

Appendage-driven locomotion in GM has several advantages
over other approaches as the sweep of the appendages: 1) has the
potential to detect obstacles away from the body, 2) can generate
large propulsive forces through a wide “stroke”, and 3) permits
steering through differential appendage motion to achieve differ-
ential thrust. Appendage-enabled locomotion has been widely
studied for transportation in air, water, and on-ground surface
which has informed the design of many successful robots with
exceptional dynamic locomotion capabilities.[18–22] However,
because of the lack of physical models for the interaction of
appendages having underactuated bending modes, appendage-
enabled locomotion in GM is not well studied.[23,24]

Furthermore, using appendages for granular locomotion
presents challenging design hurdles that must be overcome.
Appendages must generate high force during the power stroke,
and low force during the return stroke, requiring appendage
reconfiguration through the locomotion cycle. However, it would
be very challenging to fully actuate appendages for reconfigura-
tion because of the high-force requirements in GM. One poten-
tial route for appendage-driven locomotion was demonstrated
through appendages with anisotropic compliance that produce
forward propulsion using symmetrical oscillation of the fins.[23]

However, compliant appendages have a fundamental problem in
GM: due to the frictional resistance of GM (i.e., nonzero yield
stress), an elastic appendage can get “stuck” in a deformed
configuration if the elastic restoring stress is below the yield
stress.[25,26] Thus, a combination of appropriate appendage actu-
ation angles and compliance properties is required to ensure
appendages are capable of generating net forward propulsion.

Despite these challenges, locomotion through appendages
presents a significant opportunity for sensing obstacles within
the GM. Navigation and sensing in GM is a significant challenge
because there are limited sensors that can be used to avoid
obstacles. The high acoustic dissipation in GM limits acoustic
localization methods, and the low-/no-light environment inhibits
vision-based navigation. However, appendage locomotion has
the potential to enable nearby obstacle sensing by detecting
changes in the flow/force response of GM during locomotion.
Previous work has shown how tactile sensing can be used with
machine learning to detect the shape of obstacles buried in sand
through contact forces.[27,28] This method has produced promis-
ing results in rice grains but sensing using this method was chal-
lenging in the sand as it relied on probe being in contact with the
obstacle. Recent work has demonstrated that objects surrounded
by GM can be detected by measuring the forces arising due to
granular pressure around an obstacle.[29] However, it is unclear if
such detection can be performed by a mobile robot with appen-
dages that require movement over a large range through the GM.

This work presents a design of an easily deployable untethered
robot, driven by two anisotropic underactuated appendages,
which can sense obstacles in GM (Figure 1A and Movie S1,
Supporting Information). The novelty of this work comes from
the use of underactuated appendages for generating propulsive
forces to move the robot forward as well as sensing obstacles
around the robot for navigation and avoidance. The appendages
move in a sweep and propel motion generating asymmetric
thrust by displacing the sand to swim in the grains. This work
makes the following contributions in swimming and sensing in
granular environments that form the basis of our robot design:
1) design of underactuated appendages to generate propulsive
forces in GM (Figure 1D), 2) design of terradynamic control sur-
faces (“terrafoils”) to counter the granular lift forces for ensuring
continuous horizontal locomotion (Figure 1E), and 3) haptic
detection of the position of obstacles around a moving body.
Ultimately we implement these contributions into tethered
and untethered robots capable of locomotion in GM. We have
shown that the robot moves faster than any other untethered
robot reported at a depth of 127mm in a GM of density same
as loosely packed sand.[30] We demonstrated that the robot can
also function untethered in a challenging natural environment
(at the beach), a feat that has not yet demonstrated by any other
robot (Figure 1B and Movie S1, Supporting Information).

2. Results

This section includes details of the design of an untethered robot
and results from the experimental tests for the characterization
of individual appendages, the modulation of lift forces acting on
the robot, the sensing of objects in GM, and the demonstrations
of the robot in a natural environment and in the lab.

2.1. Design of an Untethered Appendage-Based Digging Robot

The robot was driven by two appendages through a sweep and
propel motion as seen in animals.[31,32] To achieve a simple
and robust actuation mechanism, we designed the appendages
to be actuated by a single motor through a gearbox. The motor
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position was controlled through encoder feedback and a propor-
tional–integral–derivative (PID) controller. We selected a single
motor for bilateral limb actuation to reduce the cross-sectional
area of the body for reduced drag forces in GM (Figure 2A,B).
The mechanical system that drove the appendages converted
the rotation of the motor’s output shaft, placed on the central axis
of the robot, to rotation at the base of both appendages, using a
worm drive transmission (Figure 2C).

The motor selection criteria were based on minimizing the
cross-sectional area of the robot body while providing sufficient
torque to drive the appendages. We used a DCmotor with a plan-
etary gearbox, as the stages of the gearbox stack axially, increasing
the length and keeping the cross-section constant. The body was
designed to have an O-ring and two water-tight bearings to
ensure that it was sealed against both sand and water. The sealing
was sufficient for movement in dry sand as studied here, and the
robot was capable of operation without any signs of grains
entering the body in all the experiments.

2.1.1. Design of the Robot Body

Forces within GM can be extremely high due to the weight of the
sand and the friction forces between sand grains. Thus, to enable
locomotion of a robot in GM, we needed to minimize the drag on
the body of the robot. Our goal was to choose the body with the
least projected area perpendicular to the direction of motion. To
measure the drag force, we dragged bodies with four different
profiles, but with constant frontal projected cross-section areas,
at a constant velocity in a controlled granular environment
(Figure 3A,B). We found that the body with a uniform cross sec-
tion (shown in blue in Figure 3B) experienced the maximum
drag force (FD). The tapered body (green) with the same length
L experienced a drag force of � 15% lower than the constant
cross-section body (blue). Reducing the length of the body by
1/4 L, we found that the drag reduced by � 7%, likely due to
the reduced skin friction between the grains and the body.
We finally tested a body with serrated edges (orange) but did
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Figure 1. Overview of the robot. A) Photograph of the robot showing the underactuated appendages and terrafoils (granular control surfaces inspired by
elevators and diving planes in airplanes and submarines respectively). B) Picture of the robot digging at a beach in San Diego. C) Top view of the
optimized terradynamic body for minimizing the drag force in granular media. D) Time-series images showing the motion of underactuated appendages
(created from tracked joint positions using the camera) in the power stroke and return stroke. The appendages were designed to experience minimum
drag in return stroke and maximum propulsive force in power stroke for generating a net thrust to move forward. E) Side view of the sandfish lizard-
inspired asymmetrically tapered nose with the terrafoils added to counter the lift force so that the robot stays submerged during locomotion.
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not find a considerable difference in force with the nonserrated
tapered body (green) in both forward and backward directions.
These experiments led us to choose the tapered body design
instead of a solid body with a constant cross section. We also
incorporated a shovel-shaped nose in front of the body to counter
the upward lift forces acting on the body (Figure 2B).

2.2. Design and Characterization of the Appendage

After designing the robot body, we performed a series of tests to
find the optimal curvature of the appendage for maximizing for-
ward thrust on the robot. To contend with the large resistive
forces in GM, we used rigid links machined from aluminum,
with revolute joints constrained by joint angles. Each appendage
consisted of five links actuated at the base. Each link had variable

joint constraint angles at 15° increments enforced by pins
inserted into 1 of 12 holes (Figure 4A).

2.2.1. Design of the Appendage for Maximizing Forward Thrust

First, wemeasured the torque τ at the base of an appendage under-
going an oscillatory motion to mimic the thrust and return strokes
of our robot. We varied the angular amplitude of oscillatory motion
ϕ in addition to the angular range β of the underactuated joints
(Figure 4B). We also measured the steady-state torque for the
appendage in bent and straight configurations for different joint
angles by rotating the appendage by two full rotations in both direc-
tions. It was observed that for bent configuration (return stroke),
torque decreased with the increase in the joint constraint angle β
due to the decrease in drag (Figure S1B, Supporting Information).

Next we oscillated the appendage at a constant angular velocity;
the reaction torque magnitude due to the drag of GM, τ, decreased
during the power stroke because the links bent passively to stop at
the upper joint constraint angle until the linkage became straight,
leading to maximum drag (Figure 4C). The step decrease observed
in the power stroke was likely due to each of the links reaching the
upper constraint on the joint angle. During the return stroke, tor-
que magnitude increased quickly because the linkage started to
bend at the joint closest to the shaft followed by a slow increase
to the maximum value when all the links reached their upper con-
straint angle β. The torque in all these experiments was negative
for the power stroke and positive for the return stroke. We per-
formed this experiment for β ranging from 15° to 90° in 15° inter-
vals. The asymmetry in torque was measured as the net mean
value of the torque in a cycle. This asymmetry is approximately
proportional to the net propulsive thrust required to move forward.

We observed that for low amplitudes of oscillation (ϕ ¼ 60°
and 120°), the maximum torque of the power stroke (in the neg-
ative direction) didn’t change much with the constraint angle β.
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Figure 3. Drag tests for selecting the most terradynamic body.
A) Schematic of the experimental setup used to measure drag on different
body profiles. B) Experimental results for drag force acting on the four
different test bodies. The drag force depends on the length of the body
and body profile.
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Figure 2. Robot design. A) Top view of the terradynamic body for the robot. B) Exploded view of the robot body assembly with different components. A
planetary gear motor actuated both the appendages through a worm gear transmission. The robot was designed to be fully untethered with all the
electronics encased in the body, fabricated using a resin 3D printer. An O-ring and two water-tight bearings were used to seal the body from sand
and water. The appendages were driven by the motor through the two shafts attached to the gearbox. Wireless communication was done through
a low-level messaging protocol (MQTT) through a wireless internet connection. C) A worm gear mechanism integrated into a 3D-printed gearbox allowed
the robot to be actuated with a single motor.
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At low oscillation amplitudes, the links which start in a bent con-
figuration (from the previous return stroke) are not able to open
fully to their upper joint constraint and thus the joint constraint
limit doesn’t influence the net torque (Figure S1A, Supporting
Information). However, for a large amplitude of oscillation
(ϕ ¼ 180°), the joints are able to reach their upper angle con-
straint and we observed that this maximum torque decreased
after the first cycle for β > 45° (Figure 4C). This behavior was
unexpected since the steady-state torque during the return stroke
decreased with the increase in constraint angle β. From the torque
data, it was evident that there was an optimum joint angle β for
maximum asymmetry in torque, at this large amplitude of oscil-
lation. Wemeasured the net mean torque in a cycle for different β
values and found that there existed an optimum value of mean
torque at β ¼ 45° for the amplitude of oscillation ϕ ¼ 180°.
For the angle β > 45°, the mean torque started decreasing until
reaching the lowest value at β ¼ 90° (Figure 4D).

2.2.2. Suboptimal Configurations of the Appendage Leading to
Reduced Performance

To understand the decrease in torque for β > 45° at large ampli-
tudes of oscillation, we calculated the joint positions at each time

step from the tracking points using the data from the camera. We
observed that for β ≤ 45°, the linkage bent to reduce drag during
the return stroke and reached the maximum drag configuration
(straight) in the power stroke, as we anticipated (Figure 5B).
However, for β > 45°, the linkage didn’t reach the maximum
drag configuration in the power stroke and got stuck in a col-
lapsed configuration (Figure 5A). This behavior was prominent
at higher joint angles (Figure 5C). We measured the shape of
the linkage at the end of each power stroke for the last three cycles
and observed that for β ≤ 45°, the appendage was straight in the
maximum drag configuration for all cycles (Figure 5D). However,
for β > 45°, the shape of the linkage at the end of the power stroke
remained collapsed in a bent configuration for all cycles.

To gain insight into what joint locking angles would result in a
collapsed configuration, we calculated the net torque acting on
the distal link for different uniform configurations (where all
joint angles are at β; Figure 5E). The torque was calculated by
numerically calculating the resistive forces from granular media
that act on the end link using the method originally reported in
ref. [3]. We calculated the RFT force perpendicular to the link
along the length (sampled at 20 points from base of the link
to end). From the perpendicular forces along the link, we com-
puted the net moment acting at the joint, τ, which we plot in
Figure 5E. We observe that for low locking angles, the net torque

A

C

D

B

Figure 4. Design and characterization of underactuated appendages. A) Photograph of the computerized numerical control (CNC)machined linkage with
five links and five joints with variable joint constraint angles at 15° increments enforced by pins inserted into one of 12 holes. The lower joint angle is
denoted by β and the upper joint angle is fixed at 0°. B) Schematic of the experimental setup. C) The torque output for β ¼ 45° and 90° (mean of five trials)
for amplitude of oscillation ϕ ¼ 180°. We observed asymmetry in torque between power and return strokes because of the asymmetric joint constraints.
D) Net mean torque (mean of five trials for last cycle, error bars show standard deviation) for the peak amplitude of ϕ ¼ 60°, 120°, and 180° for different
constraint angles β.
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on the end link during the power stroke is positive, causing this
joint to open up to a straight configuration. However, as β
increased, the RFT force resulted in a transition to a negative
torque acting on the end link (at β ¼ 41.75°), which would cause
this link to collapse inwards. These results provide evidence that
there is a tradeoff between allowing the appendage to collapse
during the return stroke: for large locking angle, the appendage
produces small drag during the return stroke because it collap-
ses; however, when the locking angle is too large the limb gets
stuck in a collapsed configuration because of the RFT forces
acting on the end link.

We observed that even if the appendage oscillated at a very
large amplitude of ϕ ¼ 360°, the end linkage still remained stuck
in the collapsed configuration because external drag forces acted
on the links in a direction opposite to the direction of velocity
forcing the last links to remain stuck. These results informed
us that once the appendage is deformed in a suboptimal config-
uration such as for β ¼ 90°, it will stay in that configuration for
subsequent cycles too (Figure S2, Supporting Information).
Thus, we concluded that we should choose an appendage with
joint constraint angle near the regime where the end-link torque,

τ, causes collapse. We chose a locking angle of β ¼ 45° as it was
near the RFT-predicted collapse locking angle, and in experiment
always was able to collapse during the return stroke, and open
fully during power stroke.

2.3. Modulation of Lift Forces

We tested the robot with the appendages selected from the pre-
vious section study and found that the robot repeatedly would
rise to the surface, as has been observed in other digging
robots.[33] In prior work, it has been demonstrated that the angled
design of head shape[33] or adding control surfaces[34] can cause
robots to counter lift forces in granular media. To keep our robot
at a level depth, we designed control surfaces called “terrafoils”
(granular force control surfaces) to the side of the nose to control
lift similar to how elevators in airplanes and diving planes in sub-
marines are used to control pitch. The goal of these surfaces was
to counter the upward lift force acting on the body without
increasing the resistive drag. We measured drag and lift forces
acting on terrafoils of varied geometry to minimize drag FD and

β = 15o β = 30o β = 45o β = 60o β = 75o β = 90o

EC

D

A B

β = 90o

β = 45o
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Return Stroke Power Stroke

-1
0 20 40 60

0

1

(deg.)

Opening
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Figure 5. Visualization of appendage curvature. A,B) Schematics showing the effect of joint constraint angle β¼ 90∘ and β¼ 45∘ on the movement of the
appendage respectively. In the case of β¼ 45∘, the appendage opened up to reach the maximum constraints during the return stroke due to the drag of
granular media; during the power stroke, the appendage pushed the grains to generate a net propulsive force for the robot to move forward. In the case of
β¼ 90∘, the appendage reaches maximum bent configuration in the return stroke. During the power stroke, the appendage was not able to fully straighten
up which caused the links at the end to reach suboptimal configurations resulting in reduced net forward thrust. C) Time-series images of the linkage
configuration seen in its rotating frame, as measured from the LED markers used for optical tracking (mean of five trials) for one period of ϕ¼ 180∘

oscillation. D) Tracked configurations of the linkage at the end of the power stroke for the last three cycles of oscillation for different constraint angles β,
showing that once the linkage gets stuck in a bent configuration such as for β¼ 90∘, it stays bent for multiple cycles. E) RFT calculation of net torque on
end link in different bent configurations. As the locking angle is increased for homogeneous bent configurations (all angles equal to β, we observe that the
net torque changes sign for increasing β. When β is small the net torque on the end link is positive due to a clockwise rotation of the base (black arrow in
upper diagrams). Positive torque will cause the linkage to want to open up. As β increases the net torque decreases until at β¼ 41.75∘ the torque changes
sign, causing the linkage to collapse inwards.
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maximize downward lift force FL (Figure 6A,B). We tested
terrafoils at different aspect ratios at an angle θ ¼ 15° from
the horizontal but having the same frontal area of projection
A. According to RFT for terradynamics,[10] the drag FD and lift
FD forces on an intruder are directly proportional to the projected
frontal area of a cross section if the depth and the orientation
remain the same.[10] However, we found that a unity aspect ratio
experienced the least horizontal drag and maximum downward
lift (Figure S4, Supporting Information).

Next, we tested the terrafoils at different angles θ to find the
optimum terrafoil with the maximum negative FL with the least
FD in GM.We observed that the horizontal drag (FD) experienced
by the body with terrafoils attached first decreased and then
increased, with the angle θ as the projected area of cross-section
increased (Figure 6D). We believe that the drag force experienced
by the body with terrafoils decreased because the terrafoils were
added at the nose just in front of the widest cross section of the
body (where the gearbox fits; Figure 2C), which may have caused
the grains to flow before they interact with the body, reducing the
net drag. Additionally, the net projected surface area of the ter-
rafoils was much less than the area of the cross section of the
body, which may help explain why we did not see much differ-
ence in the drag as compared to the body with no terrafoils.
However, we noticed that the terrafoils changed the lift force sig-
nificantly as we saw a clear trend where the lift forces FL
decreased with θ from 0° to 45° and then increased with θ from
45° to 90°. The negative lift force in all these experiments indi-
cated a downward force acting on the robot. We also performed
modeling for these trends using a modified version of RFT

(Modeling Methods section of Supplementary Materials) and
found that the results matched very well with the experiments
(Figure 6C). In future work, it will be beneficial to incorporate
3D RFT[35–38] and discrete element method (DEM) simulations
to optimize the location of terrafoils and their effect on granular
lift on the robot.

To demonstrate the application of terrafoils on the robot pro-
pelled by the asymmetric action of the appendages (Figure 6E),
we tracked the position of the robot using a tracker on a rod stick-
ing out of the GM. We observed that the robot had an upward y
displacement of 3.41 for 70mm of horizontal displacement in 37 s
(speed of 1.20mms�1 with fit with 95% confidence bounds)
(Figure 6E). Next we added the 30° terrafoils on both sides at
the front of the robot to produce a net moment about the center
of pressure that rotates the robot head downward while moving
horizontally in granular media. This location was chosen to make
sure that the body doesn’t rotate upward while moving horizontally
in GM (Figure 6B). We ran the experiment again and found that
the robot stayed oscillating around the 0mm y displacement for
61.27mm of x displacement in 37 s (speed of 1.03mms�1 with
95% confidence bounds)(Figure 6E). These results demonstrated
that granular lift force can be modulated by adding terrafoils to
enable a robot to swim horizontally in GM without surfacing.

2.4. Sensing Obstacles in Granular Media

A potential advantage of appendage-driven locomotion in GM is
the detection of obstacles away from the body by measuring the

A

D E

CB

FL

FD

Figure 6. Modulation of lift forces using terrafoils. A) Experimental setup for measuring drag and lift on the robot with terrafoils of different angles θ.
B) The nose of the robot with terrafoils attached to the side. C) Experimental (solid lines) and simulation (dashed lines) results for drag and lift forces for
terrafoils of different angles and aspect ratio= 1. The body drag and lift without terrafoils is shown in cyan and pink with the shaded region showing the
error bar for the mean value of five different trials. The terrafoil with θ ¼ 15∘ performed the best as it had the minimum drag and the maximum downward
lift. D) Schematic describing the free-swimming tests where the robot swims in the sand with a tracking marker with and without terrafoils E) The
trajectory of the robot is measured by the position of the marker in x and y directions for the robot with and without terrafoils for θ ¼ 30∘. y displacement
stayed constant for the case when terrafoils were attached to the nose without much decrease in the speed in the x-direction. The first stroke is longer than
the others because we start the robot in power stroke with appendages fully extended (maximum drag).
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appendage resistance force during swimming. We performed
systematic benchtop experiments to understand how the pres-
ence of obstacles around an oscillating rigid plate affects the
grain flow and thus the force exerted on a rigid rotating fin
(we used a fin 3D printed out of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene
[ABS]). The obstacle chosen for experiments was a flat plate that
was placed at different orientations and distances with respect to
the rotation axis of the appendage. When the plate was placed
above and parallel with the appendage sweep plane, there was
a peak in the torque (indicating the presence of obstacle) acting
at the shaft attached to the fin (Figure S6 and S7, Supporting
Information). We calculated the difference between the max tor-
que when the obstacle was near and when it was far. We found
that the torque difference value was remarkably high (� 0.5Nm)
when the flat plate obstacle was above and parallel with the
appendage sweep plane (Figure 7B). We saw a similar, but lower
magnitude, change in the torque when a vertical plate was above

the fin. However, there was not an appreciable change in torque
for the cases when the obstacle plate was in front of the fin and
when the obstacle was below the fin. This can be explained by the
flow of grains moving upward in granular media[39] and not get-
ting disturbed by the presence of an obstacle below the moving
fin. The depth-dependent forces in granular media, in combina-
tion with friction between grains, results in an upward flow of
GM in response to the translation of an intruder[25,40] and thus
it is likely only obstacles that disrupt this flow will cause a change
in force. Thus, our experiments indicate that a robot with oscil-
lating appendages may be able to detect obstacles over it but not
under it. It could also not detect obstacles parallel to the direction
of motion (wall obstacle).

To demonstrate sensing on the robot, we added a force
sensor at the last link of one of the appendages (Figure 7C).
As the robot moved under the obstacle placed 10mm above it
(Figure 7F), we measured the force sensor voltage through a data

C

A B

D
E

F

Figure 7. Obstacle detection from differential grain resistance. A) Schematic of the sensing experiment to understand the effect of an obstacle on a
rotating fin. B) Difference of torque between the cases when the obstacle was far and when it was near for five different configurations. C) Schematic of the
robot moving under the obstacle with inset showing the location of the load cell. D) Raw data from the force sensor for the two cases of with and without
obstacle. E) Mean of the force measured from the force sensor was more when the robot moved under an obstacle than when the robot moved without an
obstacle. F) Time-series snapshots of the top view of the robot moving under the obstacle (Movie S1, Supporting Information).
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acquisition system (DAQ). We found that in one cycle of
appendage motion, the force was positive during the return
stroke and some part of the power stroke until the appendages
opened up to exert force in the other direction (Figure 7D).
We found that the net mean force measured from the force sen-
sor in the case of the robot moving under the obstacle was more
than when there was no obstacle (Figure 7E). This validated and
demonstrated our results from systematic sensing experiments
as we could detect the obstacle above the robot as it moved
under it.

2.5. Performance of the Robot in the Wild and in the Lab

We tested the robot in the fluidized sand bed at a depth of
127mm from the top. For every test run, we placed the robot
horizontally inside the GM using the fluidization of the bed
and observed the disk marker attached to the carbon fiber track-
ing rod. We found that in the lab experiments the robot speed
varied from 1.2 to 1.6 mm s�1 (Movie S1, and S2, Supporting
Information, Figure 8B). These tests were performed both teth-
ered for maximum current and untethered on a fully charged
battery and both showed similar performance in the controlled
granular bed.

We also tested the robot in a natural environment (at Scripps
Beach, La Jolla, CA, US). Since the robot was not designed to be
able to self-burrow, we performed experiments by placing the
robot at a depth of 127mm (Figure 8A) (observed through the
carbon fiber marker) and distributing sand over the top. We ini-
tiated the experiments with wireless control. We observed that
the robot was able to move forward in the natural sand for a dis-
tance of � 30mm at a speed of 0.57mm s�1. We believe that the
decrease in the speed of the robot relative to lab experiments in
controlled glass beads was due to several factors. 1) It has been
shown previously that natural sand is harder to dig in than dry
glass beads due to the irregular shape of the sand grains,[10] 2) the
sand at the beach had other debris intermixed such as seaweed
(Movie S1, Supporting Information) which may have reduced its
ability to flow,[41] and 3) the sand at the beach had a higher mois-
ture content than the glass bead used in the lab; after digging the
hole for the robot, we observed that the sand at the depth of
127mm was wet. Wet sand presents significantly larger resistive
forces for intruders when the moisture range is in between
completely dry and completely saturated,[42] which causes the
motor to stall.

3. Discussion

The objective of this study was to demonstrate the application of
underactuated appendages with different bending angles, due to
asymmetries from joint angle constraints, to generate thrust
while interacting with the granular media. This underactuated
appendage was controlled using a single motor connected to a
worm drive which enabled the design of the robot to be compact
and lightweight as compared to previous approaches.[13] Previous
work has demonstrated a compliant fin-based robot for locomo-
tion in granular media, where the actuation parameters were
optimized while the limb compliance was held constant.[23]

The design strategy of generating asymmetric thrust presented
in this work is very robust and versatile as compared to designing
specifically for a particular granular material since the optimum
joint angle constraints are independent of depth, the size and
shape of the grains, and the packing fraction of GM. This can
also inform the understanding of how the geometry and compli-
ance of animal appendages, such as turtles’ flippers,[43,44] gener-
ate a positive thrust in GM.

This work may offer insight into the design of other robots
with underactuated linkages for locomotion in GM. For example,
the locomotion of snake-like robots with passive elastic joints has
been studied in viscous fluids[45] and the role of flexible appen-
dages has been studied in robophysical models of quadriflagel-
late bacteria.[46] However, in GM, the nonzero yield stress
presents the opportunity for robot links to become locked in sub-
optimal configurations. Underactuation is likely an important
design consideration for locomotion in GM since the torque
requirements at joints can be very large. We found the optimum
joint angle for the appendage considering a uniform curvature
for simplicity, that is, all the links have the same joint constraint;
however, it is possible that the optimum constraint varies along
the length of the appendage and each link has a different opti-
mum. Future work could address these questions, taking a larger
set of link geometry parameters using numerical methods such
as the DEM.

The forward speed of the robot was �1.2 mm s�1 when at a
depth of 127mm. This may seem quite slow for robot locomo-
tion; however, granular material presents significant challenges
from the depth-dependent forces and friction. The speed of this
robot is consistent with other bioinspired burial robots (e.g., see
Table 2 of Ref. [30]). From our experiments we anticipate that
there are several possible methods to increase the robot speed.
The first method is to increase the gait cycle frequency. Since the

A B

Figure 8. Robot demonstration at the beach and the lab. A) Initial and final positions of the robot at a demonstration at the beach at a depth of 12.7 cm.
The robot moved at a speed of 0.57mm s�1. B) Initial and final positions of the robot moving in the controlled granular environment (glass beads) with a
packing fraction of � 0.58 (loosely packed) at the same depth with a speed of 1.2 mm s�1.
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granular forces do not depend on speed in the noninertial
regime,[47,48] speed of the robot should linearly vary with gate
cycle frequency. A second method for increasing speed would
be to make the appendages longer so that during each stroke
the robot moved forward a longer percentage of its body length.
Both of these methods come at the expense of requiring higher
power actuation and it is unknown how the overall cost of trans-
port may vary across these design choices. This will be interest-
ing work for future experiments.

Our experimental results indicate that a smoothly tapered
“terradynamic” body is better than having a body with a constant
area of the cross section with the same projected frontal area,
which can be tested using numerical approaches for future work.
Although other research groups have shown the benefit of a
tapered nose[33] and of adding a wedge-shaped foil to reduce
lift,[49] our approach was to study the effect of the geometry of
these modular control surfaces and to experimentally verify
the reduction of lift forces without increasing horizontal drag
by adding “terrafoils”. According to granular RFT,[3,10] the terra-
foils with a similar area and different aspect ratios should have
the same drag and lift, which is different than what we found.
These experimental results generate an understanding of how
drag and lift forces can be changed by adding modular control
surfaces for digging robots in the future. Future work can also
explore making actuated terrafoils on the front and the back of
the robot to control the pitch of the robot while swimming in the
sand, similar to diving planes in submarines.

In general, our experimental study indicates that by measur-
ing the differential granular resistance around a moving body, an
obstacle above the body can be detected but not below the body.
This result suggests how GM behaves completely different than
fluids, where a symmetrical rigid rotating plate will have a
symmetric flow of fluid above and below the plate. Future work
could use the studies presented here to explore haptic identifica-
tion and modeling of objects in granular media. To further show
the benefit of having an appendage-based locomotion mecha-
nism, we have shown how the appendages can be used to sense
objects in the sand away from the body by sensing the granular
flow, a strategy employed by many arthropods.[50] Future work
can explore the detection of objects on either side of the robot
by measuring the force difference between the two force sensors.
Sensing can also be used to detect if the robot is trying to pitch
upward/rise toward the surface or pitch downward/swim toward
the bottom by measuring the force from both the appendages as
the drag force increases linearly with depth.

The experiments performed in this work led to the design of a
two appendage-driven robot with symmetric actuation during the
power and return strokes. This robot can be deployed in the wild
because of its small form factor (can be easily held in a hand) and
being fully untethered. This robot has the potential for steering
by controlling the bend and locking angles on the appendages.
The asymmetry in the forces between left and right appendages
will cause the robot to steer. The robot body made for this work
was designed to be watertight and future work can explore testing
in fully submerged granular media such as granular ocean sur-
face, where the fully saturated grains behave similarly to dry
granular media except with lesser particle–particle friction.[42,51]

We believe that we would see a similar performance for this robot
in submerged sand as the slow movements of the appendages

will likely not change the resistive forces from the GM.
Further, along with swimming in grains, appendages can be
used for swimming in the water by changing the robot body
to have negative buoyancy elements so it does not sink and
changing the actuation parameters for faster strokes. Future
appendage-enabled robots can be designed to be deployed from
the ocean surface to swim in the water and transition from water
to submerged sand to navigate the seabed.

Currently, there are some practical challenges to deploy the
robot in the wild because it cannot perform self-burrowing from
the surface. However by manipulating limb motion such as in
the sandfish lizard,[52,53] this robot can be designed to penetrate
into and come out of granular media. Improvements can also be
made for self-burrowing by either adding two more appendages
such that there is a pair at top and bottom of the body for
belly-first transitions such as in sand vipers,[54] or using actuated
terrafoils to fluidize the sand in the front, or a combination of
both to enable head-first transitions similar to wrassefish.[55]

In the current body design, a single battery (450mAh) charge
can enable this robot to run for � 5min with a net distance trav-
eled of � 30cm (assuming a speed of 1mm s�1 at 127mm
depth). However, as our body shape experiments demonstrate,
there is only a small increase in body force as the robot body
is elongated. Thus we envision future robots will have
longer bodies for larger motors and batteries with multiple
appendages.

Applications of this robot include deploying on extraterrestrial
bodies with granular media such as the sandy surfaces of
Mars[56,57] and asteroids.[1,58] This robot can be modified to
deploy in submerged sand and can be used for sensing and
monitoring the submerged sand bed in the ocean and for
self-anchoring of ships. This robot also has applications in agri-
culture and soil studies where it can be used for contaminant
monitoring of the soil. Another application for this robot can
be measuring moisture content in grain silos as a moisture
sensor can be easily integrated on the robot appendage and
can also be used in search and rescue operations during grain
entrapment in these silos.

4. Experimental Section

Fluidized Granular Bed: In all the lab experiments, we used an air fluid-
ized bed of cross section 43 by 43 cm which was filled with dry spherical
glass beads of diameter 212� 300 μm (Potters Industries with density
ρ ¼ 2.51 g cm�3) to a depth of 17.78 cm. No moisture was added to
the granular material and thus these are considered “dry” granular mate-
rial consistent with other locomotion-based experiments.[3,39] The base of
the testing platform was made of a porous plastic membrane with a pore
size smaller than the grain diameter. The porous floor was supported by
an aluminum honeycomb structure with an empty volume underneath to
install the outflow of a commercial shop vacuum (6.5 HP). The shop vac-
uum was connected to the AC power source through a proportional relay
controlled by an analog output signal through a Data Acquisition Card
(National Instruments). The flow rate for air going through the GM
was controlled by varying the analog output voltage. The volume fraction
ϕ was calculated by taking images of the bed height h and substituting
other values in the equation ϕ ¼ M=ρAh where M, A, and h are the total
mass of the grains, area of the bed, and height of the bed respectively.[25]

Before every trial, airflow through the porous membrane fluidized the
medium[20] and then we ramped down the flow rate slowly to get our
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desired packing fraction ϕ measured as 0.58� 0.03, which falls in the
range of loosely packed sand found in natural environments.[59]

Materials used in the Design of the Robot: Considering the
planetary gear motor’s stall torque of �1.13 Nm (116 rpm, Actobotics),
a worm drive with a gear reduction of 15∶1 was chosen, resulting in a
net max torque of 16.95 Nm which was more than enough to move
the two appendages. The battery used in the untethered robot was decided
based on the dimensions and the discharge rate. The battery had a capac-
ity of 450mAh with a discharge rate of 45 C (Turnigy Nano-Tech 450mAh)
which was sufficient to provide the maximum current to the motor. The
body and the gearbox was fabricated using a resin 3D printer (Objet 350
Connex 3, Stratasys Inc.; Material:Veroclear). This printer material was
chosen for accuracy, strength, fast prototyping, being water and sand tight
as well as easy removal of soluble support material. The drag experiments
on the body informed the use of tapered body. Inspired by previous studies
of the sandfish lizard,[3,60] we designed the body with an asymmetrically
tapering wedge-shaped nose, inclined at an angle of 30° to reduce the lift
forces acting on the body.

We printed the links for the robot appendages on the same 3D printer
and each link had the optimum joint constraint angle β ¼ 45°. We chose
the area of cross section of the appendage links such that the effective area
of cross section of the appendage is always greater than the area of cross
section of the body. In other words, the propulsive force generated by the
appendages was always greater than the drag force experienced by the
robot. Another parameter that limited the propulsive force produced by
the appendages was the motor torque as a larger appendage link would
have generated more propulsion but it would have come at a cost of
increasing motor size which in turn would have increased the robot cross
section area, thereby increasing drag.

The untethered robot had a length of 25.6 cm, width of 5.1 cm (widest
part), and a height of 3.2 cm. To enclose the appendages from sand, we
sewed a pouch using silicone-coated fabric (Ripstop Nylon, Seattle
Fabrics) and a silicone adhesive (Silnet Seam Sealer, Gear Aid) was used
to seal the seams. The optimum angular sweep of the robot appendages
was selected to be � 160° (90°þ 70°) such that the appendages reached
maximum angle while return stroke (parallel to the body) was able to
straighten near the farthest point of the body to generate maximum
propulsive force (Movie S1, Supporting Information).

Please refer to the Experimental Section of Supplementary Material for
more details on the experiments.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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